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PART 3: 
FUTURE-READY ARCHITECTURE

Multiple-employer organizations require a superior degree of automation and consistency. 
A world-class benefits admin platform is designed for configurability, which builds the 
ability to integrate into the foundation of the technology. It is flexible and modular. The 

result is a dynamic platform that can be fully tailored to meet the varying needs of 
employer groups, multiple-employer organizations, and employee/retiree populations. 

The hallmarks of sophistication include:

PART 1: 
PARTNERSHIP FLEXIBILITY

 Who a multiple-employer partners with requires careful consideration, but how the 
partnership works is mission-critical. A world-class benefits administration platform will  

offer a full spectrum of flexible, scalable partnership options, including:

Anatomy of a World-Class 
Benefits Admin Platform for 

Multiple Employers  
When choosing a benefits administration platform, organizations face numerous options. 

But determining the ideal fit based on the unique needs of the organization isn’t so easy. The 
more complex the business, the more difficult the selection process. A multiple-employer 

organization, which faces drastically different priorities and challenges compared to employer 
groups, for example, must cater to both audiences. To that end, multiple-employer benefits 

administrators and stakeholders must have the knowledge to break down administration 
platforms and decipher between average and world-class. 

Here’s how the anatomy of a world-class benefits administration platform  
differs from other products. 

Ariel Benefits & Pension System

PART 2: 
USER EXPERIENCE

Most of today’s leading benefits administration platforms feature consumer-grade 
portals. The key is to look at the power behind the portals. Multiple-employer benefits 
organizations have a very different set of priorities compared to the employer groups 

they oversee. As such, they require a unique admin portal user experience. 
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Multiple-employer organizations 
prioritize visibility and financial 

management capabilities.

Employer groups prioritize ease of 
communication with the program and 
transparency/access to information.

Members prefer modern  
and easy-to-use platforms and  

decision-making tools.

Custom development leads to version “lock-in” and 
expensive updates. Instead, world-class platforms  
are built upon a single, continuously evolving, core 
release where users benefit from new features  
and development. 

Configurability

Tightly integrated “modules” are the byproduct of core 
product development. Each module is designed to “click” 
together in any combination, enabling users to turn 
“modules” on or off depending on their needs without 
disrupting the experiences of the entire user community. 

Integrations

World-class platforms use modules as part of a 
singular system where data moves in real time. When 
integrations with external systems are needed, APIs  
and a plug-and-play architecture allow the platform to  
fit the needs of the growing company.

Scalability

Because of the wide range of flexibility and integrations, 
world-class benefits administration platforms can  
scale easily as organizations expand and business  
and program needs change over time.

PART 4: 
CORE MODULAR OFFERINGS

Select from a range of modules that meet your needs today and enjoy the comfort  
of knowing additional functionality is available should your needs change.  

Closed Loop Payroll Integration Complex Pension Management

A closed-loop payroll system incorporates billing functions, 
including employer billing, premium billing, and direct billing, 
into payroll processes to create lines of sight that can be 
tracked easily to enhance financial governance capabilities.

• Automatically calculate the amount due by each   
 employer based on the health elections and plan   
 participation of their employees.

• Trace invoices and payments back to enrollment or   
 pension transactions.

• Aggregate each employer group’s financial experience  
 down to the individual employee benefit plan to ensure  
 accurate reconciliation of payments.

• Automate tasks related to direct billing, including   
 the generation of employee/retiree letters, payment   
 collection and remittance, direct deposit, payment   
 notices, repayment plans, and payroll deductions.

• Coordinate with each employer groups’ payroll vendor  
 to provide reconciliation after each payroll cycle. 

• Load and apply deductions taken, reconcile to   
 requested deductions, and manage arrears. 

The CRM creates a single 
source of truth for core 
demographic, job, personal, 
and performance data 
across all employer groups 
and respective employee 
populations to support  
rule-sets, optimize workflows, 
and bridge informational gaps.

Workflow automation 
orchestrates the execution of 
complex business processes 
across all aspects of the 
system. Configure processes 
to require user review or 
intervention based on triggers. 
AI learns from user actions to 
increase full automation. 

• Track all members in one system, including employee   
 status/life changes for compliance. 

• Store and access effective-dated employment histories,  
 including employment status, salaries, union affiliations,  
 and more.

• Create virtually limitless rules for everything from eligibility,  
 participation, compensation, and vesting to contributions,  
 forms of payment, and early retirement factors. 

• Run pension calculations on demand.

• Calculate and communicate employee pension contributions.  
 Reconcile contributions to employer billing and payments. 

Element 4: 
ADD-ON FEATURES
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Enterprise Content Management (ECM)

Support digitization and information governance.

• Convert paper-based documents into digital files.

• Search, share, manage and mine for insights quickly and easily. 

• Manage content effectively for integration  with business  
 intelligence/business analytics (BI/BA) applications. 

• Make content accessible and usable, and easy to update.

• Secure volumes of sensitive employee information.

• Stay compliant with ECM reporting tools and prepare  
 for audits.

PART 5: 
DATA INTEGRITY & ANALYTICS SYNERGY

Ultimately, a world-class benefits administration platform enables complex multiple-employer 
organizations to develop a cohesive network of systems that share information seamlessly, 

aggregate a rich history of data, and leverage insights to drive better financial outcomes.  
Using machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI), a world-class platform will feed data 

back into the admin ecosystem to improve data accuracy and capabilities.

Identify cost-saving  
opportunities and make  

strategic business and benefits 
administration decisions.

Use predictive modeling  
to calculate costs and  

mitigate risks. 

Communicate value  
to employer groups or  

make crucial adjustments to  
improve financial outcomes.

Ready to see how a world-class benefits 
administration platform can enhance your 
multiple-employer operation? 

Contact us today. 

www.morneaushepell.com
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In addition to core modular offerings, a world-class multiple-employer benefits administration platform offers numerous  
“add-on” features to enhance capabilities.

https://www.morneaushepell.com/ca-en/contact
www.morneaushepell.com

